or 124 years the venerable Thurn's has supplied bacon and
banter to customers from allover Columbus and points
beyond.
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Every week of every year, fourth-generation owner Albert Thurn
orchestrates the curing, smoking and prepping of 500 pounds
of sausages and 700 pounds of fresh, cured and smoked meats,
crafting his products Monday through Wednesday, and selling them
Thursday through Saturday. Located at the Greenlawn Avenue exit
ofI-71, Thurn's houses a roomy store in the front of the building,
and a large plant and smokehouse in the back.
Generations of Columbus residents have linked the name Thurn's
to the intoxicating aroma of smoked meats and the image of a
long, well-stocked meat counter manned by smiling Thurn family
members who greeted them by name-and not only them, but their
parents and grandparents. (See the sidebar "The History Behind
Thurn's of Columbus" for a family history.)

A MEATY DRAMA IN TWO ACTS
Thurn's on a Wednesday morning is already two days into Act 1:
The Prep. The high-ceilinged, ceramic-tiled plant is pulsing with
purposeful activity when 1 step through the door to be greeted by
Albert Thurn. He is a dark-haired, cheery man in his 50s, dressed
like his three co-workers in a yellow rubber apron and high rubber
boots.
While employee John Malaney labors to keep the tile floor and
stainless steel vats spic and span, and Albert's brother Anton grinds
and seasons sausage, Albert shows me some of the fruits of their
labor so far this week, rings and rounds of meat simmering in
outsized kettles mounted on legs.
"This is braunschweiger," he says, pointing to a ring of sausage,
"and these" -a trio of small netted hams bounce merrily in the
bubbling water-"are cottage hams." Albert explains that simmering
the already smoked meats like hams cooks them to a high enough
temperature to make them safe for eating. The hams, of course, have
also been previously brined, a process that takes up to 10 days.
Kettles of weisswurst, salami, knockers and some dozen or more
lunch meat varieties each cook to a different temperature for a
different length of time, all monitored by Albert, whose grasp
of multi-tasking would test a Harvard business school grad. (See
sidebar ''A Guide to Thurn's Selection" for a detailed explanation of
the products in the Thurn family's repertoire.)

SMOKEHOUSE SECRETS
Then there is the smokehouse, a cast-iron chamber at the back where
the meats are hung from rolling metal racks and smoked behind a
cast-iron door. A rack of just-smoked ham hocks, bacon and neck
bones waits nearby to be sliced, flesh as dark and shiny as mahogany.
Outside, Albert stokes the fire beneath the smokehouse from a small
exterior door. He opens it to reveal a pit of white ash crowned by a
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smoldering log that he identifies as mulberry. "Bet you didn't know
it could grow that big." 1 didn't. "Mulberry darkens the meat and
gives it a fruity taste," Albert continues. "But 1 use only oak for the
hams-they get too dark with the mulberry."
Thurn's contracts with local tree trimmers for all the red and white
oak and mulberry that they cut. It lies in a pile in a lot behind the
plant, drying for a year before it is ready for use. Also behind the
plant and across the side street is the brick farmhouse that Albert's
grandfather built in 1926, that Albert now owns. Though the traffic
on 1-71 rumbles a hundred yards behind us, and Greenlawn Avenue
in the front bustles with cars, Albert's neighborhood is strangely
bucolic.

"It feels remote-so peaceful," Albert says. He waves a dismissive
hand at the freeway. "I don't even hear that any more. 1 sit out on
the back porch and drink a Yuengling, and 1 feel like I'm a thousand
miles away."

SAUSAGE MAKING: A REAL GRIND
Back inside, Albert introduces me to the hulking stainless steel
chopping machine for wieners and bologna, which require a finer
grind than the coarse, garlicky German bologna. Albert's father
purchased the machine in the '30s. "The original Cuisinart," Albert
says with a smirk. "We also call it the buffalo chopper or the silent
cutter." This must be meat guy humor, because the machine comes
on a few minutes later with the roar of a jet engine.
''And this is my dad. He's 86." Robert Thurn nods at me from the
stainless steel table where he mans the sausage-stuffing machine.
"I bought the business in 1988, but Dad still comes in four days a
week, from 6am to 11am." Evidently in the Thurn world, retirement
means an extra hour for the senior wurstmacher to loll in bed.
While Albert checks his meats, 1 chat with Mr. Thurn, who deftly
slides 40 feet of locally sourced, translucent sausage casing onto the
feeder of the sausage machine and creates a string of fresh sausages

• while he reminisces about his World War II service under Patton.
"You don't find our type of small establishments anymore," he
remarks. "People come from counties around to buy Thurn's." Mr.
Thurn finishes stuffing his second 40-foot length of pork intestine.
''I'm retired, but I still like to come in. I love the craft."

INTERMISSION

of a process that began at 5am on Monday with the "boning out"
of the 1,200 pounds of pork shoulder, pork belly and beef fronts
from which all the Thurn products are created. On Tuesday, sausage
making commences at 4:30am, and with Anton's help, Albert works
until 10:30pm, making dozens of sausage varieties and hanging the
meats that will be smoked.
The cold smoking, which raises the smokehouse to a temperature
of 150 Fahrenheit, begins Tuesday evening and continues through
the night. On Wednesday morning the smaller pieces of meats are
removed, and the steam coils are turned on to continue smoking the
larger meats at a higher temperature of 21 0-220 the hot smoking.
Finally, the finished meats are stored in the cooler.
0

Next Albert directs me to the two-room walk-in cooler where
the finished meats hang. When I admire the weisswurst, a pale,
mildly flavored sausage, Albert immediately wraps some for me to
sample. A gigantic ham floats in one of the brining buckets, its bulk
concealed underwater like some meaty iceberg, and Albert fishes it
out for my perusal. "This is the grand champion hog of the 2010
Ohio State Fair. The buyer sent it here to make ham and bacon out
of it." I decide that the hog has come to a fine end.

0
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"When the last meat comes out of the smokehouse and into the
cooler, ready to go for Thursday, that is the best feeling," Albert says.
''All the bright colors of the meat make you feel good-everything is
blooming."

The walk-in cooler represents the last step

A GUIDE TO THURN'S
SELECTION
Thurn's prepares an impressive variety of
meats, using a combination of traditional
methods and recipes passed down from
great-grandfather Alois Thurn, with some
new additions by Albert, who has doubled
the varieties of bratwurst and added new
tastes like teriyaki, as well as the smoked
cheese line. The pork (and 90% of the
meat Albert buys is pork) comes from
Ohio's largest pork producer,]. H. Routh
Packing Company in Sandusky. Because
of Routh's high quality and consistency of
product, Thurn's has used their meat since
1980. "They are still a family firm, not a
conglomerate, which is unusual for an outfit
their size," Albert says. "Their pork comes
primarily from family farms in northern
Ohio, and a few hogs from Canada." Thurn's
beef comes from Keystone Meats in Lima,
also a family-owned firm that processes meat
from Ohio farms.
I swooned for Thurn's spicy Andouille
sausage, which we ate in a lentil soup.
The cottage ham went into a soup of fresh
green beans and potatoes and brought back
delicious childhood memories. My husband
and son declared the landjager, a kind of
beef jerky, a winner, but they didn't leave
me any to sample. The bacon starred in a
BLT and the smoked cheeses (two cheddars,
a Swiss and a very spicy hot pepper) were
outstanding. Here is a primer of Thurn's
meats.
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A selection of Thurn's specialty meats. Below: The Thurn's sausages.

Hams

Sausage

Hams are brined (cured), smoked and then
simmered to a safe eating temperature. A
large cut of meat like a ham can be fully
smoked, which amounts to cooking it at a
low temperature for a long time until it is
safe to eat, but "most people find the taste
too smoky." (A word about ham salad, which
in most establishments is composed of the
dried up ends of lunch meats, ground and
stuck together with salad dressing: Albert's
ham salad is actually made of ground-up
ham! It is popular and delicious.) On offer:

Sausage (wurst) is a general name for any
meat product that is ground and spiced.
Some of Thurn's sausage is all pork, some is
pork and beef. Summer sausage is generally
larger in diameter and more heavily smoked.
It was originally intended to be eaten in the
summer, and the smoking prevented spoilage
in the warm weather. Bratwurst is sausage
that is meant to be fried. Fresh sausage is
unsmoked and uncooked.

•

Cottage hams (small, smoked then
finished by simmering in water)

•

Smoked baked hams (smoked and then
finished by simmering in water)

•

Smoked hams (smoked from start to
finish, available at holidays)

•

Fresh hams (cured, not smoked)
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ACT II: THE MEAT MARKET

"You can kill them in the city with a bow," Albert remarks, straightfaced. And if that should come to pass, Thurn's would be happy to
process the bounty. Albert has processed all sorts of game: bear, goose
breast, duck and goose for sausages, elk, caribou-even mountain
lion. The company can also custom cure and/or smoke bacons, hams,
game and tongue, and flesh out other customer whims.

When I return on Thursday, the pace has shifted from the physical
labor of prepping more than half a ton of meat to the sociable
labor of selling it. Albert and Anton, 16 years his brother's junior
and a trained chef who cooks mostly for country clubs, and a
third counterman, 20-year veteran Scott Huggins, each preside
over a slicer and scale. They wear ties and white aprons and their
shirtsleeves are rolled, ready for action. A customer strolls in.
"Chet!" Albert and Anton and Scott all greet the retired construction
worker ("I worked for George J. Igel for 38 years.") who buys
bologna and souse. "They're a good family," he says to me. "My
daughter used to baby-sit one of their sons."

Business is steady. From the East side, Madlyn Evans of Evans
Funeral Home buys a pork loin for herself, and ham salad, pulled
pork, Swiss cheese and Colby cheese "for the boys at the funeral
home for lunch. I buy a fresh turkey here for Thanksgiving and
Christmas," she says. "I've been coming for 50 years. It's worth the
trip. Their meat is just the freshest in town."

Albert and his cohorts move briskly to slice and wrap their customers'
picks, but nobody seems to be in a hurry, and the banter is unceasing.
Inquiries about health and family segue into conversations about
the Buckeyes' chances in the upcoming game, and the way the
neighborhood deer are doing a number on the flowerbeds.

Other customers are of a more recent vintage. Wearing a ponytail
and slouchy jeans, restaurant and retail store designer Andy Dehus
treks here from Victorian Village. "We heard about it from friends.
My girlfriend and I made it our mission to try everything they
offer-it took us about a year. Their flavor and quality are far

• Bratwurst: Mild, hot, garlic, sweet
Italian, smoked pork, Cincinnati style,
smoked teriyaki

• Sausages (cooked, should be reheated
except for braunschweiger and liverwurst,
which are spreads)

• Andouille, smoked Polish, smoked
Hungarian, bockwurst, weisswurst
(Thurn's also calls them "white wieners"
and says they are popular with Cincinnati
customers), wieners, franks, knockwurst,
little pigs, braunschweiger, country
liverwurst

• Summer sausages (these sausages are
cured, cooked and dried): Black Leona,
Red Leona, Jadgwurst, Cervelot,
Landjager (the best beef jerky ever!),
Thuringer

Sliced and Luncheon Meats
These meats are the manly, robust versions
of the thin, limp, unnaturally colored lunch
meats you find in the average grocery, or

even at the deli counter. I swore off lunch
meat long ago, but the meats at Thurn's
have won me over. Popular with Thurn's
customers, they include familiar varieties
like bologna, as well as traditional but less
available varieties like souse and head cheese.
Originally made with a hog's head, now
souse is made with matured, cooked, pickled
pork shank with a sprinkling of tongue bits
for color, and head cheese is made primarily
with tongue (you can see the chunks in
the meat.) Finally, there is the delicious
schinken, the German, smoked version of
prosciutto. At Thurn's you can find:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Baked ham; pressed ham
Roast beef
Pastrami
Corned beef
Smoked turkey breast
Canadian-style bacon
Hard salami
Capicola

tongues; baby-back ribs; chicken wings; tasso
(a spicy, peppery smoked pork used to flavor
Cajun dishes)

Fresh pork
Bulk sausage, shoulders butts, bellies, hams,
whole and half hogs; back and spare ribs;
loins; hocks

Snack sticks (jerkies)
Landjager, teriyaki jerky, formed beef jerky,
hot beef sticks, cheese beef sticks

Other Items
Other delicious items that don't fall into the
other categories: ham salad; barbecued pulled
pork; Swiss and baby Swiss, cheddar, Colby
and hot pepper cheeses; smoked cheeses;
free-range eggs. Cheeses come from R. W.
Randles in Warsaw, Ohio, and Pearl Valley
Cheese in Coshocton, Ohio, and are smoked
at Thurn's.

Schinken
Tongue (mustard, pickled or cooked)
Pepper loaf; honey loaf; veal loaf
Bologna, German bologna
Souse, head cheese
Blood sausage

Smoked meat
Includes double and single smoked and
peppered bacon; hams and pork loins and

Holiday items
Whole smoked hams and smoked baked
hams; fresh turkeys and smoked turkeys
and smoked turkey breasts; smoked ducks;
smoked pheasants. Whole filets of smoked
salmon and trout are available throughout
the year, but are especially popular for the
holidays. Albert suggests ordering ahead
if possible, although he will always try to
accommodate you.
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, beyond that of most deli stores." But Andy likes the atmosphere as
well as the meat. "There's something about the vibe of this placeit's like a '50s barbershop with meat."
Andy's girlfriend, Bethia Woolf, is at the counter buying lunch
meat for her enterprise, Columbus Food Adventures, asking for
suggestions for a "picnic for 15 people on a wine-tasting tour of the
Ohio River Valley." She buys roast beef, German bologna, Andouille
sausage, schinken, capicola.
"The meat is really fantastic," she says, holding up a sack and
shaking it in my direction. "Smell that bacon! I love their smoked
cheddar, their smoked pork chops, their smoked trout, their roast
beef." Her enthusiasm is not reserved for the meat. "I also come in
for the chit-chat."
Bernard Beiderman, a Worthington dentist and Civil War reenactor, comes in for the double-smoked bacon. While he waits
for his purchase, he explains to me that "you can leave it in your
haversack for a long time and it doesn't spoil and it tastes very good.
Beats salt pork."
Albert presents the wrapped bacon to Dr. Beiderman. "There," he
says with a twinkle, "enough for three battles."

THE HISTORY BEHIND THURN'S OF
COLUMBUS
Albert Thurn's great-grandparents, Alois and Maria, immigrated
to Columbus from Germany in the 1880s and founded Thurn's in
1886 on Front Street. The property at Greenlawn Avenue became
the site of the Thurns' plant and home in 1890, and the storefront
moved to the Central Market at East Rich and South Fourth
Street. In 1926 Albert's grandfather Alois Jr. built a brick house
next to the Greenlawn site for himself and his wife, Bernadine.
The original sites fell to construction
projects. In 1958 the house and plant
at Greenlawn were demolished for
1-71. Albert's uncles and his father,
Robert, bought a site nearby, drawing a
preliminary blueprint for the present-day
building with chalk on the blacktopped
parking lot. "The guy who negotiated
the property settlement was a young
man at the time," Albert says. "He still
comes into the store-that was 50 years
ago and he's in his 80s now."
Thurn's continued to sell at both
Greenlawn and Central Market until
Mayor Sensennbrenner led the charge
to level the market in 1965 for the
Greyhound Bus Station. At this time all
business moved to Greenlawn, where
Thurn's still welcomes customers every
Thursday through Saturday.
Albert decided to become a part of the
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Business is up at Thurn's. "We have more younger customers now,"
Albert says. "Some hear us recommended and some remember
coming in with their parents when they were children. Maybe their
taste buds have matured."
Thurn's newest employee, John, has only three months under his
belt. He has a different take on Thurn's success. "It's all family and
they've all been there forever. Al's a wonderful guy who would never
ask you to do anything he wouldn't do himself There's a lot of
laughter-maybe that's why they've been here so long."

*

1hurn's Specialty Meats is located at 530 S. Greenlawn Avenue in
Columbus. Store hours are 1hursday and Friday, 8am-6pm, and
Saturday lam-1pm; 614-443-1449.

Nancy McKibben has been writing and eating for years, and is happy to
combine those loves with the opportunity to advocate for local food in the
pages of Edible Columbus. Her novel The Chaos Protocol was a finalist for the
Ohioana Book Award for Fiction in 2000, and she was the winner of the Thurber
House Essay Contest in 2003. She is also a lyricist and journalist, the mother of
six and the wife of one. View her work at leader.comlnancymckibben; contact
her at nmckibben@leader.com.

family business when both his father and uncle suffered illnesses
when he was still a young man. "I was real close to my grandfather
growing up and that influenced me. He was very active in the
business." Albert bought Thurn's from his parents, Robert and
Mary, in 1988. In addition to brother Anton, sister Theresa works
Saturdays and during the holidays, and sister Bernadine works
when business is heavy.
Less than a mile east of Thurn's, Greenlawn Avenue runs
into Merion Village, named for the Merion family who first
settled there in 1809. Albert is
an enthusiastic supporter of the
community of 6,000 that wraps
south and east around German
Village. "Young people are coming
in and reviving the old houses and
fixing them up," he says. He backs
this renaissance by serving as a
member of the village association,
sponsoring community activities,
and donating hot dogs to events like
the neighborhood block party.
With a family tradition that reaches
back 124 years, it's natural to
wonder whether Albert's son Alec,
now at Ohio University, will one
day end up at Thurn's. So far, Alec
isn't saying, but Albert himself will
welcome his customers "as long as
I can."
The sausage grinder.

